New Labour
in Europe
Leadership and lost
opportunities

Anita Pollack, John Harper
Publishing, 288 pages, £IZ50
Former Labour MEP Anita
Pollack relates the approach
taken by the New Labour
governments towards the
European Union between 1997
and 2010, and gives first-hand
insights into the important
role played by Labour MEPs.

I've recently taken on a new
role in addition to running
the Infobo digital
conSUltancy. I've been
appointed as the first
"virtual" chief information
officer at the TUC. It's
"virtual" as it's a part-time
role. It comes at an
interesting time because
changes in technology are
having a huge impact on
organisations.
One of the biggest
changes in recent years is
the rise of the "Cloud" and
Cloud services. The Cloud
may be a buzzword for
describing internet-hosted
applications, but a

Pollack shows that while
prime minister Tony Blair
made a number of pro-EU
affirmations, there was very
little effort to explain or sell
the EU to the British public.
UK engagement with the
EU was generally ,p resented as
one of fighting for British
interests against dastardly
plans from Brussels. And
European Parliament elections
were fought with instructions
to avoid discussion of the EU
altogether.
New Labour governments
also prevented progress in
one area of EU policy popular
with the public - the social
dimension - seeking to block
proposals to increase
employment protections.
Instead, the focus was on
"economic reform" and
creating more openings for
business, with alliances
formed with right-wing
governments in the EU
against socialist ones.
Published in the lead-up to
the referendum on EU
membership, Pollack
concludes by asking whether
New Labour's failure to do
more to convince the public of
the benefits of EU membership
would prove not just a lost

The workers' story

Graham Taylor & Jack
Dromey, Lawrence & Wishart,
192 pages, £12
It·s 40 years since a small
group of mainly women Asian
workers at the Grunwick plant
led a historic fight - and faced
an onslaught from the right
wing gang that would help to
launch Thatcheri sm.
Strike leader Jayaben
Desaiandthere~ofthe

opportunity. but a fatal legacy.

workers had been sacked for
trying to form a union to
challenge the conditions at the
company's film processing
laboratories in the London
suburbs. Pay rates differed
from one individual to another.

significant implication of
these types of hosted
services Is increased
reliability. When software is
hosted across numerous
servers - the Cloud - then
downtime becomes much
less likely.
When combined with the
cost advantages of using a
Cloud service against setting
up hosting with your own
software/hardware, there is
a compelling argument for
moving an organisation's
technologies to the Cloud.
E-mail, file storage and
even the network
infrastructure is moving
away from internal server
rooms and on to the internet.
Working patterns have
been changing as well. For
better or worse, people are
increasingly working on the
go, accessing e-mails and

applications from a range of
different devices. This needs
to be reflected in the
technology organisations
provide for their staff, but
also in guidance and policies
for staff, with a greater
emphasis on data security.
With a greater amount of
information held by
organisations than ever
before, knowing where that
information is stored and
how it is collected, updated
and managed has never been
more important. Hacking and
online attacks are very real
dangers now, and with much
tougher data protection laws
coming into play in 2017,
getting on top of information
processes and embedding
best practice are essential.
One challenge I hope to
help with in my new role is
assisting unions to use

with white workers
consistently paid more than
black workers. Day after day.
television news focused on
clashes between mass pickets
and the police at the plant.
Each day. supporters
travelled across London to
join the protests before going
to work. These were the
scenes when the quiet streets
of Dollis Hill in north west
London were jammed with
thousands of workers. Po st
workers at the local sorting
of.fice refused to handle post
destined for the plant.
The book examines the
intersection of unions, race
and the law during a defining
moment for unions in the 20th
century. The Grunwick dispute
brought migrant labour
concerns to the fore and
fundamentally changed the
way trade unions operated.
This second edition of Jack
Dromey and Graham Taylor's
work is published in
association with the'GMB
general union.

"Grunwick" review contributed
by the Bookmarks socialist
bookshop.
www.bookmarksbookshop.co.
uk

technology as effectively as
possible. Poor use and
understanding of technology
in the union movement has
long been an issue. While
there are great things being
done .in places, it's fair to
say that this weakness has
affected strategic decisionmaking in the movement.
As well as improving
day-to-day use of
technology, I'm particularly
keen to see technology
become a key part of
innovations to tackle the
long-term decline in union
membership.
This e-view was contributed
by Simon Parry, a freelance
website consultant with a
special interest In unions.
Simon bloqs at www.lnfobo.
com.
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